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From the Chairman’s Keyboard
Hello everyone,
The heat happened quite suddenly in Perth and as usual
we narrowly avoid getting caught out.
Up goes the shade cloth and now we are watering twice a
day.

Yama no Hikari owned by the Chairman, growing
well and just getting ready to flower.
The flowers are those used for our Society’s
emblem above and the tree stands 85 cm tall.

We should all have used Bayleton during September and
October so that the blossoms come out in pristine condition and free of Petal Blight.
Mind you it is difficult to keep all the flowers opening
into stunning beauty when the rain pours down all of a
sudden and the wind gets up.
I pick a couple of my best and they either come inside the
house or at least go onto the veranda where they can get
some protection .
It is very important to provide plenty of side
protection for all your bonsai. I use about 50% shade
cloth and have gone back to darker colours as it
doesn’t seem to let quite so much heat in as the fawn
coloured cloth.
My new acquisition Asazakura is already in full flower as
you will see inside in the article on flower forms of
Satsuki.
Enjoy the flowers, that’s what most of Satsuki
growing is all about.

Arthur Robinson
Asahi no Izumi, the parent of Asazakura.
See inside for the article.
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Satsuki Flower Patterns

The flower forms in Satsuki are very important in terms of their
refinement, elegance and size.
This needs to be understood in relation to the growth rate,
refinement of twigs and branches, leaf pattern— size and texture
and the texture of the bark.
A lot to contend with; but there is huge variation within Satsuki
and to top all that there is the size of flower to take into
consideration. This affects the height of the eventual plant
and/or the style that is most effective, retaining the best way of
displaying the flowers and good bonsai form.
There are 4 basic flower sizes:
Jumbo: bigger than 10cm
Large: 7.1 - 10cm
Medium: 5.1 - 7cm
Small: 5cm or smaller
Although there are hundreds of variations in between, I see four
basic flower petal patterns, ( Tochinoha Shobo Dictionary sites
25 different flower forms ) as follows.
Round Petal:
Pointed:
Wavy:
Narrow ( threadlike, deeply segmented – the Japanese have a
single word for this – Saizaki, which I will use for convenience
sake ).

Rounded. Very top: Bunka. Above: Asazakura
For perfect round flower form look at
Akemi no Tsuki in the September issue.

Within each category there is also a myriad of variation in the
colouration and patterns within the flower itself but we will deal
with this aspect separately. The accompanying illustrations will
give some basic indication of the broad categories of shape.
Some other variants are whether the flower is trumpet shaped or
opens out flat etc.
It is important to“ feel “ the different qualities of the flower
types so take a while to look and the refinement becomes
apparent. This does greatly affect the style of growing.
When deciding on a growing style think of the flower and the
root structure ( development of that future Nebari ) before
anything else. These two will tell you what styles are possible
and will look best.
The flower forms do not seem to have any bearing on the
strength and suitability of the variety to particular climates.
You just have to try individual varieties out and compare whilst
changing the microclimate. You will get some surprises for
sure.
Arthur Robinson
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This example of Kinsai at Ueno Park, has both Saizaki
and round petalled flowers. The round petals must not be
allowed to dominate lest you lose the Saizaki flower
entirely.
See next page.
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Hakurin at Ueno Park exhibition.
A good example of the pointed petal which results in a
star like flower.

Issho no Haru at Shunka en, Kunio Kobayashi’s
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Asahi no Izumi: a beautiful
flower form. Asazakura is a
strong growing sport of this.

The Chairman’s Asazakura.
Field material, as yet untrained.

Another example of the Chairman’s breeding with individual shape and
6 stamen—a little unusual for Satsuki as they normally have 5 or 10.

Reminder:
The meeting on Sunday 26th October will be at Neal
Webster’s place from 12.00 to 4.00.
You have been given instructions on how to get there
already.

Wiring tips.
How would you define this flower shape?
This is Shinju — one of the Chairman’s own bred
Satsuki.
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If you are going to use 2 wires do not place them close
together but space them out fairly evenly. This achieves 2
things:
1. it gives better support for bending Satsuki.
2. As we cut off the wires from Satsuki you do not harm the
bark as easily than when trying to cut through double
wires.
If you are going to put a twist into the material, wire clockwise if the twist is clockwise and anti clockwise if the twist is
to be anti clockwise. This ensures that the wire tightens
slightly onto the material instead of loosening.

